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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this study is to contribute with knowledge about how valid research data in
biodiversity citizen science are produced through information practices and how notions of credibility and
authority emerge from these practices.
Design/methodology/approach – Data were collected through an empirical, interview-based study of the
information practices of 15 participants active in the vicinity of the Swedish biodiversity citizen science
information system Artportalen. Interview transcripts were analysed abductively and qualitatively through a
coding scheme by working back and forth between theory and data. Values of credibility, authority and
validity of research data were unfolded through a practice-oriented perspective to library and information
studies by utilising the theoretical lens of boundary objects.
Findings –Notions of credibility, authority and validity emerge through participant activities of transforming
species observations to data, supplementing reports with objects of trust, augmenting identification through
authority outreach and assessing credibility via peer monitoring. Credibility, authority and validity of research
data are shown to be co-constructed in a distributed fashion by the participants and the information system.
Originality/value – The article extends knowledge about information practices in emerging, heterogeneous
scholarly settings by focussing on the complex co-construction of credibility, authority and validity in relation
to data production.
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Introduction
The inclusion of laypersons in scholarly work, commonly named citizen science, has enabled a
growth of distributed, large-scale research projects where data production practices are
dispersed over the general public (cf. Haklay, 2018; Kullenberg andKasperowski, 2016; Strasser
et al., 2019; Wiggins and Crowston, 2011). This transfer has been reported as implying a “[. . .]
stereotypical tradeoff in citizen science project design, pittingdataquality against engagement”
(Wiggins and He, 2016, p. 1,556). As the number of participants increases, difficulties can
emerge in establishing quality data. Biodiversity citizen science in particular originates in a
research field incorporating multiple scientific disciplines where “[. . .] each discipline has
grown up with its own information infrastructure and information standards” (Bowker, 2000a,
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p. 695). Conforming epistemic interests poses further standardisation challenges following
public participation. This in turn provides discrepancies in seeking, sharing, annotating and
producing data in relation to shared information systems. While information practices of
adequately reporting observed species are standardised through a joint information system,
participation is multifaceted with a variation of information practices occurring in the vicinity
of these information systems (Ekstr€om, 2022a). Considering that participation involves
numerous individuals with a variety of interests in several species groups such as plants, birds,
amphibians and lichens, questions remain regarding how valid data are produced and how
authority and credibility emerge through the practices.

Credibility has previously been shown to emerge through various ways in citizen science.
Previous research illustrates that credibility in birdwatching is framed by reputations arising from
peer evaluations of honesty and accuracy when reporting sighted birds (Lundquist, 2018).
Moreover, the biodiversity citizen science information system iNaturalist has been described as
supporting “[. . .] collaborative information stewardship interactions by providing mechanisms
that blend socializing with data verification, and displaying them on the records as a form of
provenance” (Wiggins and He, 2016, p. 1,551). Notions of credibility, authority and validity can
however shift in citizen science settings where multiple heterogeneous disciplinary interests are
united. A similar differentiation of how information is interacted with depending on discipline is
traceable in contemporary library and information science studies. Previous research shows how
disciplinary and contextual aspects enable various information practices (cf. Pilerot, 2016; Talja
andMaula, 2003). Themeeting of interests through a shared information system leads to a variety
of approaches to what entails good practices in collaborative data production. Adopting a
sociomaterial theoretical perspective focussing on interconnected material components following
situatedactivities to achieve sharedobjectives (cf.Gherardi, 2017;Orlikowski, 2010) toparticipants’
information practices can serve to yield new knowledge about epistemic interests in biodiversity
citizen science and how varying notions of what comprises valid research data as well as how
credibility and authority emerge through endeavours towards achieving such validity.

The purpose of this study is to contribute with knowledge about how valid research data
in biodiversity citizen science are produced through information practices and how notions of
credibility and authority arise from these practices. Focus is placed on exploring the
information practices of volunteer participants active in the vicinity of the Swedish
biodiversity citizen science platform Artportalen (literal translation: the species portal). This
is done by especially devoting attention to how biodiversity citizen science data are produced,
shared understandings of how species observations are reported and how validating routines
homogenise these reports. The study is guided by the following research questions.

RQ1. What is considered valid biodiversity citizen science data according to the study
participants?

RQ2. How do notions of credibility and authority on behalf of the data unfold through
collaborative data production?

The article is structured accordingly: first, a literature review is presented. Then, the research
context for the study is described. This is followed by a theory section and a subsequent
description of themethod used for this study. Next, the results of the study are presented. The
article ends with a concluding discussion.

Literature review
The following literature review consists of threemajor themes intended to frame and position this
study. Initially, previous information practices research on credibility, authority and validity is
accounted for. Next, previous research on boundary objects in library and information science is
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discussed. Thereafter, prior contributions to studies of credibility, authority and validity in
relation to citizen science are explicated.

Conceptions of credibility and authority in relation to information have been studied in
numerous empirical settings and from a variety of angles, in information practices-related
research (e.g. Francke and Sundin, 2012; Haider and Sundin, 2020; Huvila, 2017, 2020). In an
overview article, several perspectives on credibility as interconnected with other value concepts
are unfolded (Rieh andDanielson, 2007). The relation between credibility and quality is discussed
in tandem with early contributions to library and information science denoting criteria such as
accuracy, comprehensiveness, currency, reliability and validity (e.g. Taylor, 1986). Moreover,
credibility and authority are described as related to notions of cognitive authority, which is
interlinked with situated trustworthiness (cf. Huvila, 2017, 2013; Wilson, 1983). This is a subject
which practice-oriented library and information studies of authority have been especially devoted
to, that is, how experiential knowledge complements authoritative knowledge sources (McKenzie,
2003). Drawing on constructionist metatheoretical perspectives, knowledge gained through lived
experience is in this sense aiding and supplementing authoritative sources as a “[. . .] social
product createdbetweenpeople, in conversation and communication, not in the hidden recesses of
individual minds” (Tuominen et al., 2002, p. 278). Moreover, the vast information found through a
multitude of digital resources may provide information overload. Triangulation, as a means of
seeking information from a variety of sources, has been shown to function to overcome such
issues by iteration to “[. . .] assess competing claims against each other, and make sense of
information in the contexts of their everyday lives” (Greyson, 2018, p. 877). Notions of credibility
also varydepending onmaterial and temporal aspects. In relation to technology in school settings,
credibility is found to “[. . .] change over time, as people become more familiar with new genres
and technologies and as these genres and technologies are discussed more both in general
discourse, among educators, and in academia” (Francke and Sundin, 2012, p. 275). Annotations
and descriptors play a certain part in reflecting the needs and interests of certain groups,
understood as knowledge communities, to supply information (Kalir and Garcia, 2021, p. 57).
However, rather than countingdifferences in credibility criteria, it has been argued that credibility
should be understood by investigating underlying epistemic beliefs (Huvila, 2020). Moreover, the
concept of critical literacy has been suggested for situated and tool-mediated information practice
studies (Johansson and Limberg, 2017).

Validity is another concept previously studied in relation to collaboration. Drawing on
science and technology studies research on the negotiation of evidence (e.g. Latour, 1999,
1987; Law and Lynch, 1988), verifiability has been shown to function as an “obligatory
passage point” (cf. Callon, 1986) for Wikipedia editors striving towards the establishment
of trust (Sundin, 2011). In other words, being able to verify the validity of a Wikipedia edit
is highly related to credibility establishment within this setting. Moreover, the concept
obligatory passage point is especially relevant for the present study as it was adopted in
connection to the concept of boundary objects (cf. Bowker and Star, 1999; Star, 1989, 2010;
Star and Griesemer, 1989) for investigating the utilisations of material objects in manners
acknowledged by a certain community. Moreover, science and technology studies pose a
substantial point of inspiration in information practices research (Pilerot et al., 2017). In
line with this type of research, the concept of boundary objects is utilised extensively in
various library and information science subfields such as knowledge organisation,
information practices, document studies, social informatics and computer-supported
cooperative work (Huvila et al., 2017). Related to information practices and documentation
studies in particular, boundary objects as a concept is depicted to unfold sociotechnical
settings in which people’s interactions with information occur (Huvila et al., 2017). For
instance, practices of information sharing can be understood as a boundary object (Pilerot,
2012). Material tools such as calendars are also investigated through the concept of
boundary objects, synchronising timelines among participants in work environments
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(Davies andMcKenzie, 2004). In the context of archaeology professionals, documents have
been found to form and lose statuses as boundary objects if they are too detached from the
practice (Huvila, 2016).While approaches and empirical settings vary, boundary objects as
a theoretical concept enable making visible conformity and variation associated with
information practices enacted in relation to material objects.

Among scientists studying biodiversity, the interdisciplinary features of the research field
have been especially addressed in terms of heterogeneous utilisations of information
standards in relation to information systems (Bowker, 2000a, p. 695). This heterogeneity
becomes an issue during ambitions of integrating information across subcommunities
(Bowker, 2000a). Such a concern relates also to overarching strivings towards uniting data
collection efforts; “[. . .] [e]ven if it succeeds, there will still be coding cultures specific to given
locations and particular disciplines” (Bowker, 2000b, p. 676). Similarly, adopting an epistemic
lens to data sharing in biodiversity research, trustworthiness, here understood in terms of
credibility, is related to knowledge as a social construct unfolding through mundane
practices. This entails a variety of epistemic mechanisms which affect truth and credibility
and how practitioners become knowers through participation in epistemic cultures (Van
House, 2002a). Credibility thus occurs through “[. . .] determining or demonstrating
membership in a community of practice” (Van House, 2002b, p. 111).

Considering the production of citizen science data, a common dilemma is that while the
incorporation of members of the public in research activities can lead to large quantities of
data being produced in a short time frame and in various geographical settings, the quality
and validity of the data can be problematic since the participants do not operate through the
exact samemethods (cf. Wiggins and He, 2016). Issues relating to valid and qualitative data
have been reported to include that protocols for data collection are not being followed by
participants, that the protocols do not match the participants’ or the project’s aims, that the
protocols may be incorrectly implemented, that stakeholders have varying conceptions of
collection protocols or that data do not fit the purpose of the projects (Bal�azs et al., 2021). In
comparison, for citizen science projects in the natural sciences, factors such as repeatability
and predictability are prominent principles for ensuring validity through multidisciplinary
approaches (Frigerio et al., 2021). As biodiversity projects employ citizen science and joint
work in shared information systems, these aspects need to be taken into consideration
while also being seen in a new light bearing in mind the present empirical setting
incorporating a multitude of participants with a breadth of interests concerning various
species groups. Volunteer participation in research projects has also been explicated as a
way of bypassing institutional systems for quality reviews, instead relying on peer
validation (Elliott and Rosenberg, 2019). Several studies have also problematised such
validation processes through evaluative methods (e.g. Bonter and Cooper, 2012; Swanson
et al., 2016). When it comes to biodiversity citizen science, it has been suggested that the
“[. . .] implementation of controls at the stage of data collection is critical to ensure data
quality and the possibility to use these data to address ecological research questions”
(Serret et al., 2019, p. 9). Related, previous research has found that participants’ in
biodiversity citizen science gradually come to understand the importance of well-taken
photographs for assisting species identification (Ekstr€om, 2022b). These validation
ambitions need further investigations in relation to the establishment of credibility and
authority through information practices.

Credibility in citizen science has been investigated as occurring in relation to ongoing
participation. One study found that citizen science projects from their very beginning would
benefit from incorporating well-directed formal promises to “[. . .] enhance the public
participation process and ensure transparency, accountability, and trust” (Eleta et al., 2019,
p. 7). Acknowledgement within the community has been understood as a significant factor for
creating trust and motivation as credibility within citizen science projects (Rotman et al., 2012),
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also facilitating learning and support through social media (Liberatore et al., 2018). It has also
been shown that the judgement of honesty and trust, here seen in the context of credibility,
among birdwatchers is tightly framed by the evaluation of other contributors of one’s
statements and claims. This evaluation is performed in relation to the participant as a person
and the way they speak (Lundquist, 2018).

The literature review for the present article positions the study in relation to previous library
and information science research on credibility, authority and validity. Moreover, the review has
explicated previous research concerning boundary objects in library and information science and
conceptions of credibility, authority and validity in citizen science data production. Considering
the multifaceted character of citizen science activities occurring in the vicinity of a large-scale
biodiversity citizen science information system, these perspectives are all relevant as points of
departure to investigate what is considered valid data in biodiversity citizen science. In turn, this
can provide understanding to how credibility and authority are formed among participants in
relation to varying yet standardised information-related activities, unfolded through the concept
of boundary objects. In the following section, the research context of the study is presented.

Research context
The research context for this study is that of citizen science data production activities in the
vicinity of the Swedish species observation system Artportalen. A centralised node for the
reporting of species including algae, amphibians, birds, fish, fungi, invertebrates, lichens,
mosses and vascular plants, Artportalen ismaintained and developed by the Swedish Species
Observation Centre at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences in Uppsala, Sweden,
on behalf of the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences, n.d.). Artportalen functions as a knowledge source concerning targeted
conservation efforts for understanding and predicting trends as well as for preventing
climate and environmental issues. Moreover, governmental County Administrative Boards
carry out nature investigations on cases of natural exploitation and tree felling based on the
data reported to Artportalen (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, n.d.).

Participants partake in the collaborative production of data through reporting
observations in the flora and fauna to Artportalen. The enactment of observations can
range from highly organised activities by a multitude of participants to singlehandedly
conducted observations carried out in mundane circumstances; from targeted inventories
during a lengthy time frame and short-term intensive periods in a delimited geographical
setting such as bioblitzes (Meeus et al., 2021), to everyday monitoring of one’s close
surroundings, that is, in one’s backyard or on the way to pick up one’s children from school
(Ekstr€om, 2022a). Information practices comprise observing species in nature and
subsequently identifying these species through the use of field guides or by comparing the
species found with previous contributions to the Artportalen database. The identified
findings are reported to Artportalen through a variety of digital interfaces where associated
metadata such as geographical coordinates, number of occurrences, habitat and biotope are
entered (Ekstr€om, 2022a). The data are co-validated by all participants in the sense that
anyone with an account can make a comment confirming or questioning the identity of a
reported species. At the same time, some users have received additional administrative
privileges for routinely monitoring and validating data (Ekstr€om, 2022a).

In the following section, the theoretical framework used to analyse how valid research
data in biodiversity citizen science are produced through information practices, and how
notions of credible and authoritative research data arise from these practices, is presented.

Theory
This study originates in a practice-oriented perspective to library and information science
studies on biodiversity citizen science information practices. While practice-oriented studies
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vary in scope and focus, there are theoretical resemblances throughout the literature which
altogether encompass a practice approach (cf. Gherardi, 2017; Nicolini and Monteiro, 2016;
Schatzki, 2001). From a library and information science practice-theoretical perspective,
practices constitute shared understandings, rules, conventions and norms along with
routinised activities and situated places and material objects (Pilerot and Lindberg, 2018,
p. 256). Moreover, the present study approaches information practices from a sociomaterial
perspective which assumes that social life comprises configured and interconnected material
components following situated and normative schemes to achieve shared objectives (cf.
Gherardi, 2017; Orlikowski, 2010). The present study takes its starting point from this
theoretical point of view considering that biodiversity citizen science data production
encompasses a range of information-related activities in the vicinity of large-scale information
systems and the material objects that emerge through these activities. Adopting such an
overarching theoretical perspective paves the way for understanding how values in terms of
valid (as in correct) research data are constructed and how credibility (as in trustworthiness)
and authority (as in directivity) arise through participant strivings to produce valid data.

To further address an ambition to understand values of credibility, authority and validity
shaped through the distributed setting of biodiversity citizen science, it is fruitful to adopt a
theoretical framework through which notions of heterogeneity and homogeneity can be
unfolded. In this study, this is done by applying the theoretical concept of boundary objects
(see Bowker and Star, 1999; Griesemer, 2015; Star, 1989; Star and Griesemer, 1989) to the
research setting at hand. Scientific conduct requires collaborative efforts to “[. . .] create
common understandings, to ensure reliability across domains and to gather information
which retains its integrity across time, space and local contingencies” (Star and Griesemer,
1989, p. 387). Since consensus is not necessary for collaboration, several knowledge interests,
backgrounds and notions can co-exist while still aiming towards joint objectives (Star and
Griesemer, 1989). Objects that conform with such activities and in the scope of this study
relate to information practices can be understood as boundary objects. These are objects
which “[. . .] both inhabit several intersecting social worlds [. . .] and satisfy the informational
requirements of each of them” (Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 393). Boundary objects are

weakly structured in common use, and become strongly structured in individual-site use [. . .]. They
have differentmeanings in different social worlds but their structure is common enough tomore than
one world to make them recognizable, a means of translation (Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 393).

For boundary objects to make sense, they need to be understood as per their material
structure and in relation to a scale, on an organisational level, and a scope, on a specificity
level (Star, 2010). In the present study, what is under scrutiny are values of credibility,
authority and validity of research data emerging through participants’ information practices
in the vicinity of the biodiversity citizen science information systemArtportalen. Information
objects in Artportalen such as reports of species observations, species lists, reporting tools
and visual renderings are understood as boundary objects, that is, objects which are “[. . .]
both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties
employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites” (Star and
Griesemer, 1989, p. 393). Of specific importance in this context are four types of boundary
objects which guide the analytical perspective to the empirical material:

(1) ideal types as “an object such as a diagram, Atlas or other description” (Star and
Griesemer, 1989, p. 410), for example, a species report or a photography of a species as
an augmentation to a report;

(2) repositories as “ordered ‘piles’ of objects which are indexed in a standardized fashion”
(Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 410), for example, a collection of reported species
indexed in relation to the metadata entries provided by the information system;
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(3) coincident boundaries as “common objects which have the same boundaries but
different internal contents” (Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 410f), for example, lists of
participants’ species observations during a certain day; and

(4) standardised forms “devised asmethods of common communication across dispersed
work groups” (Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 411), for example, the reporting tools
utilised to report species in Artportalen.

Since boundary objects have a variety of meanings depending on their utilisation, participants
“[. . .] are faced with the task of reconciling these meanings if they wish to cooperate” (Star and
Griesemer, 1989, p. 388). This is accomplished through method standardisation, by which
different parties can participate in heterogeneous work (Star and Griesemer, 1989). Moreover,
different peoplemake use of the same tools for different purposes and reconcile understandings
of handling these tools while contributing to shared objectives, indicating an interpretative
flexibility (Star, 2010). Still, particularly central tools need to be utilised in ways that are
acknowledged by the community. These conformed utilisations can be understood as
obligatory passage points (Callon, 1986; Star and Griesemer, 1989). In relation to the scope of the
present study, boundary objects and the various ways through which obligatory passage
points are established comprise a theoretical toolbox for understanding the collaborative
emergence of what constitutes valid data, the various ways through which credibility is
negotiated in relation to valid data and how authority is established when engaging in
information practices leading to valid data. In the following section, the method used in the
study is described.

Method
Studies invoking a practice-theoretical lens require close examination of routinised activities,
shared understandings and the conformity of actions in relation to situated and material
aspects. One way to methodologically accomplish this when studying distributed settings is to
approach the participants through co-presence (Beaulieu, 2010). By aiming towards co-
presence, it is possible to be present with the participants by stressing and marking mutual
understanding of the activities under study without physically being present on site. In this
study, co-presence has been achieved through engaging in conversations with the study
participants on the Swedish nature as well as discussions of Artportalen and other citizen
science platforms and how they can be utilised. Closeness to the empirical setting at hand has
been sought in a practice-theoretical vein to get “a feel for the game” (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 66).
Other means for achieving co-presence included explicating my own participation on
Artportalen and keeping contact with some participants on topics related to biodiversity
monitoring. From this overarchingmethodological approach, themethod used in this studywill
be further described.

Data selection and collection
The unit of analysis for this study is information practices occurring in the vicinity of
Artportalen. Artportalen is an information system which enables volunteers to produce
biodiversity citizen science data through reporting observations of species sighted in
Swedish nature. The data produced are directly providing a basis for environmental research
and targeted conservation results (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, n.d.).

For this study, 15 citizen science practitioners active through Artportalen were recruited
as participants. To access participants with a spectrum of engagement, data selection criteria
included that the participants had been engaged in producing biodiversity data through
Artportalen between 2018 and 2020 and that they had reported more than 150 species
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observations. This selection was motivated by the endeavour to interview participants
ranging from highly active observers to participants that less often but routinely engaged in
data production. Moreover, participants were sought to be geographically dispersed to
understand possible variations of engagement and activity depending on location. Therefore,
the participants were actively sought to be distributed over several Swedish regions. In the
present study, participants were distributed in 11 regions, from the Sk�ane region in southern
Sweden to the V€asterbotten region in northern Sweden. As such, this entailed gaining access
to a breadth of participant engagement in relation to factors concerning experience and
geographical location.

The participants were initially contacted via email, through which further contact was
established to agree on form, time and date for interviews. Among the participants, six
participants (Beatrice, Daniella, Helena, Isaac, Lisa, Nora) were engaged in Artportalen solely
on a volunteer basis. Out of these participants, two (Beatrice and Helena) had been appointed
a validator role. A validator role was also appointed to yet another participant (Christian) who
along with one other participant (Joanna) is or was previously employed at Swedish Country
Administrative Boards. Four participants (Eric, Felix, Gabriel, Molly) work or have worked
with reporting species observations through Artportalen as professional biologists. One
(Olivia) was employed at the Swedish Forest Agency. Two of the participants (Adam, Karl)
are or were previously employed by the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences. While
the participants had various backgrounds including various types of previous knowledge
regarding observing, identifying and reporting species as well as ranging from professional
biologists to amateur naturalists, they had in common that they all produce citizen science
biodiversity data on a spare time, volunteer basis; for instance, participants being appointed
validator roles are still first and foremost volunteers as they engage in validation without
monetary profit. The distribution of various types of engagements and occupations among
the participantswasmotivated by the ambition to gain a broad understanding of hownotions
of credibility, authority and validity arise through multifaceted participation in relation to
Artportalen as a large-scale information system for species reports.

The empirical data consisted of interview transcripts based on semi-structured interviews
conducted via video conference application and telephone calls and were produced between
February and April 2021. The interview guide was designed to include various types of
interview questions, from introductory and follow-up questions to open-ended, probing and
structuring questions (cf. Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015). The interview approach entailed
seeking “[. . .] openness to changes of sequence and forms of questions in order to follow up on
the specific answers given and the stories told” (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015, p. 150). As an
example, while the focus of the study was participants’ information practices in relation to
authority, credibility and validity, formulations in the interview guide included notions of what
was deemed important and reliable when producing biodiversity citizen science data. This was
done with the purpose of allowing the participants to speak freely about their understandings
of the three topics without directly steering them to these particular concepts. All interviews
followed an interview guide (see Appendix) concerning views on trustworthy data,
requirements for participation and views on the significance of collaboration. The interviews
were recorded and subsequently transcribed. Quotations were translated from Swedish to
English by the author. The interviews ranged from 30 min to 1.5 h. The participants all gave
their written permission and consent to be included in the study and having personal
information collected. All participants were pseudonymised.

Analysis
Interview transcripts were qualitatively coded by the author through a coding scheme using
qualitative data analysis software Atlas.ti 9.0.7. Major code themes included information
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practices identified in previous research such as observing, reporting and validating species (cf.
Ekstr€om, 2022a) and themes of credibility, authority and validity following the scope of the
current article.When analysing the transcripts, the process consisted of an abductive approach
seeking to unfold statements about information practices through “[. . .] the unpredictable
conversational world of human beings” (Brinkmann andKvale, 2015, p. 255). As the transcripts
were analysed through meaning interpretation (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015), certain passages
were occasionally re-coded considering that the meanings of the participants’ sayings emerged
through iterative reading. Through iterative reading and comparison of participants’ answers
in the interview transcripts, similar accounts from the participants gave rise to saturation with
variations in participants’ statements implying differences of aspects concerning information
practices. Coding descriptions and examples are presented in Table 1.

Following the coding, the themes emerging throughout the interview transcripts were
analysed through the lens of boundary objects. Information practices and their sociomaterial
aspects, such as how practices were made possible and constrained by the utilisation of
material objects, were analysed in relation to the various forms of boundary objects explicated
in the theory section. Ideal types, repositories, coincident boundaries and standardised forms
(cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989) provided a theoretical understanding of how information
practices were enacted in relation to material objects and how notions of credibility, authority
and validity unfolded through the participants’ sayings concerning their activities. For
instance, in the analysis, a photograph of a species was considered an ideal type as it provides a
basis for ensuring a credible report, but the determination of how this credibility arises in
relation to the photograph is subject to ongoing negotiation among the practitioners. In other

Code group Code Description Example

Information
practices

Observing Sighting species in nature, through
organised inventorying or in one’s
close surroundings

“We have inventoried roadsides for
four years. It relates to both what
species can be found and the ecology,
so it is quite difficult stuff“ (Gabriel)

Information
practices

Reporting Submitting annotated observations
to the citizen science species report
system Artportalen

“You publish [your reports] directly
and the details become public at once,
and they are thereby up-to-date”
(Adam)

Information
practices

Validating Ensuring the accuracy of data
submitted to the information system

“I cannot validate sightings [made] in
Norrbotten [in northern Sweden], I do
not know what it looks like there. You
need people locally who know their
region” (Helena)

Values Validity Correctness in biodiversity citizen
science data production

“[A report shall contain] a species from
[Artportalen’s] list of species, a site of
finding, a datum that can be a period,
the person logged in” (Karl)

Values Credibility Trustworthiness emerging through
thorough participation

“Anyone can add anything, which also
happens. So, unfortunately, one
surveys who has published the
observation [and judges] if it is
someone you trust” (Nora)

Values Authority Power and control concerning the
identification of species

“Most often it is not possible to identify
springtails through other means than
by microscope. I have received
confirmation of that from real experts”
(Isaac)

Table 1.
Coding descriptions

and examples
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words, information practices were understood in relation to their situatedness as well as the
motives, interests and backgrounds of the participants.Moving between the empirical data and
the theoretical framework through an abductive approach (cf. Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015), it
was possible to attain a gradually increasing understanding of the participants’ information
practices and how notions of validity, authority and credibility were co-constructed.

Results
Since Artportalen involves amultitude of participants with different knowledge interests in a
distributed setting, united through their interactions with a standardising information
system, there is a shared interest among the interviewed participants that the data that
become registered with the portal should be valid. As the species observations reported
through Artportalen constitute open data, they are publicly visible and open for all
participants to explore. This openness entails transparency which is associated with the co-
construction of valid data according to the participants:

You publish [your reports] directly and the details become public at once, and they are thereby up-to-
date. At the same time, there might be uncertainties. But that fact means that there are thousands of
eyes that see those details and, if things look strange, the reporter is often questioned (Adam).

The thousands of eyes that Adam mentions refer to the participants who monitor and
examine current sightings out of curiosity. Aswill be shown in this section, these eyes include
even more individuals assisting also in identifying species, providing additional meaning to
the boundary objects which are created and maintained in relation to participation.

The results section, in which the emergence of credibility, authority and validity of
biodiversity citizen science data production is understood through the theoretical lens of
boundary objects, is presented through four main activities through which credibility,
authority and validity are co-created: transforming species observations to data, in which the
validity of species reports is discussed in particular; supplementing reports with objects of
trust, where credibility is shown to arise through participants providing additional objects
such as photographs when submitting sightings to the information system; augmenting
identification through authority outreach, where professional knowledge is pulled into
Artportalen as participants contact experts in person, via social media or by sending samples
to a lab for analysis: and assessing credibility via peer monitoring, where volunteers in their
authoritative appointment as validators systematically engage in practices of validating, and
assessing the credibility of, the data supplied to Artportalen.

Transforming species observations to data
When people engage in biodiversity citizen science through Artportalen, they do so by
observing species, identifying the species and making annotations about the circumstances
during which the species were sighted. Annotations are then transformed to structured data
through reporting tools in Artportalen’s interface and submitted to a designated database.
These activities through which such reporting is accomplished range from the observation
and the annotation to the sharing of sightings. The physical witnessing of species is
transferred to the mediated representation of an observation as bits and bytes, which results
in a reported observation published in the information system. Evident from the empirical
data is that correctly reporting species sightings to data is deemed highly important for
participants in Artportalen. What constitutes a valid reported observation, however, is not
clearly determined, as described below.

Submitting observed species to the large-scale information system Artportalen allows the
participant to enter metadata in a broad range of forms, and the understanding of which of
these should be filled in to ensure a valid report varies among participants. Certain annotations
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are compulsory when reporting species observations. As stated by the participant Karl, a
species needs to be entered from a predefined list of species in the information system. A user’s
collection of such species becomes a repository (cf. Star andGriesemer, 1989). Date and time are
crucial for a valid report, as is the site of observation, which is entered “either by writing a
coordinate or by choosing a point on a map” (Adam). Additionally, the final mandatory task is
to mark the observer, which is auto-generated as participants log into Artportalen.

As such, Artportalen’s reporting tools are standardised forms through which the
information practices are implicitly guided and procedures are established (cf. Star and
Griesemer, 1989). However, while some participants remark that details are occasionally
entered arbitrarily, others are more thorough. Thorough annotations concerning when
species were sighted are desirable, but not required, for a valid report. Detailed date and time
annotations are moreover considered significant by certain participants as they can
contribute to phenological indicators:

Seasonal indicators are interesting, that is, when a bird arrives, because that is something that you
can usewhen you look at climate changes. “When does the first small tortoiseshell [butterfly] arrive?”
or “When does the first coltsfoot sprout?”, [this is] a climate indicator (Joanna).

Temporal annotations are considered valuable in the production of data as they can lead to
answering questions of climate change impacts on species’ arrival and migration. Similarly,
detailed geographical coordinates give rise to spatial occurrences and indicators of where
species have been sighted, which is stressed by several participants (Beatrice, Joanna,
Gabriel, Felix) and exemplified accordingly:

We have inventoried roadsides for four years. It relates to both what species can be found and the
ecology, so it is quite difficult stuff. In those cases, coordinates and photographs are meticulous and
there are often a lot of writing assignments. That information is then used by the Swedish Transport
Administration to take care of our roads (Gabriel).

Apart from mandatory details for ensuring valid data, participants can register additional
descriptors deemed of importance for a variety of reasons. One such descriptor is the biotope,
through which the context of a plant species can be apprehended and changes might be
traced through “a good description of the milieu, plant environment, biotope” (Helena).
Similarly, the description of host plants might also provide adjacent annotations (Lisa). For
other participants, species’ movements and doings present other significant descriptors. “I
try to note, for example if I saw a northern goshawk, that the goshawk sat in a tree by the road
and flew up or that it was a foraging common kestrel, or two” (Olivia). The situation in which
the species was sighted is important as it can provide circumstantial details concerning the
activities of the bird. Additionally, the quantity of the species observed is regarded as
significant for understanding spatial and temporal changes:

Almost everyone who does research on or who works with these data in any way wants to look at
change. For example [when investigating] plants on a specific site, a successive decrease can say a
lot. This is a highly interesting piece of information instead of [simply understanding] that [certain
events] continue to occur (Joanna).

As shown above, annotations come in many forms for the co-production of valid research
data, occasionally more valuable for some than for others. These descriptors, and the
meaning imbued in them, make up obligatory passage points (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989)
where nature details are transferred to the system as textual and numerical descriptions.
Joanna’s saying above also replicates Adam’s quotation in the introduction of the results
section in that there are many who are interested in and surveys the data. Another way to
strive for valid research data is to complement reports with additional data, perceived to
function as evidence, or objects of trust, as illustrated in the following section.
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Supplementing reports with objects of trust
To enhance species reports, participants can add supplemental data such as photographs,
video and sound recordings. Photographs, especially, are considered to provide evidential
support to reports of rare species, resulting in valid reports: “For documentation [purposes], one
needs to be able to take photographs in some manner if one sees something more unusual or
something that one needs to identify” (Molly). In other words, should the species be incorrectly
or uncertainly identified, the photograph functions as a supporting object through which the
report can be corrected and thereby valid. This is further explicated by another participant:

It is not like you must be an expert on all species, but what you must do is to know that what you
report is correct, so to speak. If you are unsure you have to report it as an “uncertain identification”
and then you can add a picture or a photograph (Adam).

Photographs become a way to ensure the credibility of the reports through identification and
prove that what was reported was what was seen, but also to mitigate uncertainties. The
photograph becomes an object of trust. The participant Daniella argues that photographs
have made physical collection of species redundant, deeming species samples old-fashioned
and unethical:

When it comes to [killing] insects and the like [. . .], I think that it is a completely obsolete way of
working and that it is immoral, especially when it comes to rare insects. Because today one can, with
a camera and zoom lenses and other [tools], come so close to an insect that it is not needed (Daniella).

Despite the statement above, the participant Eric stresses the necessity of collecting samples by
arguing that physical evidence and photography should not be dichotomised ways of ensuring
valid reports. Well-documented species are seen as few in relation to the full breadth of data:

The amount of total information is so much larger today in relation to the well documented
[collections] where there are samples or where there are actual photographs that suffice for species
identification. That is something of an issue for the credibility, I would say (Eric).

The photograph as an ideal type is not clearly determined. It is sought for as a denominator of
credibility and thoroughness, but what constitutes a valid photo is open for debate among the
participants. “Some insects are possible to photograph, others are so small that you have to
look through a stereo microscope” (Eric). A photograph itself is a recognisable unit providing
credibility to the report. Yet, there are shifting meanings regarding how a photograph should
be taken depending on different views among the participants, establishing numerous
obligatory passage points to photographing species (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989). Not only
the validity of the reports is negotiated, but also the validity of the photographs.

Photographs can also serve as an indicator for enhancing the credibility of bulk reports.
As several participants (Adam, Eric, Felix) imply, another way through which authority and
credibility can be established in this context is through submitting large amounts of reports
during a certain period. This fosters a competitive aspect to biodiversity citizen science and
the associated information practices:

That is perhaps a downside with the competitive element of Artportalen, that you want to show that
you have seen so and somany species. It can be tempting, if you are “well . . .”, slightly uncertain, “. . .
but I think so . . .”, and you report [the species anyway]. If you do not have a photograph or a sample,
[the credibility] can be questioned (Adam).

Unfolding this quotation, credibility and authority can also be attained by producing a large
amount of data by competitive means. However, if these large amounts cannot be ascertained
by supplemental information objects, there is a risk that the credibility of the data, and
subsequently the reporter, becomes questioned, risking a diminishment of how credible and
authoritative they are considered by other participants. The photograph and the sample here
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become objects of trust certifying the credibility as well as the authority of highly active
participants.

Photographs and samples can provide subsidiary documentation for the identification and
insurance of observed species.What comprises an adequate photographor a sample is however
disputable, leading to an ideal type in flux. The report shifts between a well-structured and an
ill-structured ideal type in relation to these photographs (cf. Star, 2010). Occasionally, however,
neither samples nor photographs are enough. In those cases, additional activities are needed,
also in relation to scientific conduct: “Sometimes we must sequence species, look at DNA, to be
certain [about identification]. I am not sure how credible sequencing is; it depends on which
genes you choose” (Gabriel). Regarding DNA sequencing, this activity invites even further
individuals in the determination of the species, extending the examining eyes previously
discussed by providing credibility to the species report through authority-supplying methods.
Similar outreach activities present other needs for determining credibility, which is
discussed next.

Augmenting identification through authority outreach
As reported above, the striving towards valid and credible data is a co-constructive effort since
activities of supplying descriptors and auxiliary data are the results of ongoing discussions on
and determinations of species. Turning the prime attention to values of authority, in cases of
mitigating insecurities during species identification activities, participants are occasionally
involved with external parties. This external contact is established for their observations to be
correctly identified and become ideal types; recognisable and yet shifting in meaning
depending on different views (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989). These external parties provide a
source of authority represented through the ability to identify species on demand. A prominent
way to informally ask for help when identifying species is to direct questions through social
media platforms. The participant Daniella describes this activity further:

There are quite a lot of Facebook groups such as “what kind of insect is this?” and “what kind of bird
is this?”. Often when you are uncertain you can post pictures there and ask. Those who really are
capable or administrators on Artportalen will often let you knowwhat you have found. You get help
from those who know more (Daniella).

Daniella’s statement relates to a type of outreach where individuals regarded as authoritative
are contacted in relation to species identifications, seeking to increase the likelihood that one
makes a credible and valid report. Participants take help from the crowd through channels
external to Artportalen as an information system, which here functions as a form of assisted
identification as a passage point to the report as an ideal type (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989).
Other ways of reaching out to authoritative sources for identification assistance relate to
direct contact. As mentioned below in the case of Isaac, outreach to scientists can assist the
activity of species identification:

Most often it is not possible to identify springtails through other means than by microscope. I have
received confirmation of that from real experts. That is another important aspect, I think, that you
discuss with people who actually know and are engaged with such research. [. . .] There is a
Norwegian scientist [. . .] to whom I send springtails if I need [definitive proof for] which species they
are. He has also shown interest in getting samples for his own studies (Isaac).

The outreach activity in this case functions to ensure the credibility of valid species reporting
by outreach with active scientists. This in turn leads to a credibility determination as the
identification is confirmed through the authority of a considered expert, but also to a
declaration ofwhat is deemed a reliableway to investigate species which are especially difficult
to distinguish byuntrained eyes. Proofs of outreach can also be added to single reported species
through descriptors and references, to enhance the credibility of reported species:
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It has happened, not least with insects, that I have handed findings over to experts and gotten them
confirmed. So, when I report [those], I write approximately the way that you do with collected
material in written reports. You write “det.” as in determined, identified species, and the name of the
person because it somehow strengthens reliability and makes results more credible (Eric).

The det. annotation signifies a determination activity which allows other participants to
understand that the identification has been acknowledged and confirmed by a credible,
external source. This is an activity seeking to enhance the validity of the report, which in turn
may enrich the credibility of the practitioner. The det. annotation becomes an authoritative
mark which is made possible through the free text field in the reporting tools as standardised
forms, augmenting the reported species as an ideal type (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989). In
other words, the det. descriptor is understood as an authoritative seal, implying that yet
another eye, that of an expert, has engaged in examining the observation to be reported.

As described above, authority outreach functions as a way both to mitigate uncertainties
and as advanced use of reporting tools and annotations seen as standardised forms (cf. Star
and Griesemer, 1989). Authority and credibility also arise through the validation monitoring
of aggregated report lists, which is explicated next.

Assessing credibility via peer monitoring
In this final results subsection, peer monitoring and the shared validation of species as
credibility assessment are described. While the open data of Artportalen are free to be
investigated and scrutinised by all participants, certain participants have been granted
volunteer validator roles and may question reported observations regarded as out of scope
for a certain geographic region:

I use to keep track a bit of what is reported day-to-day because, like many others, I am curious [. . .]. If
there is something odd, some species that should not at all be [at a certain site], you can see quite
quickly if something seems a bit strange. Youmight get the impression that this is someonewho does
not observe plants a lot but still make reports, and you [yourself] know that there is another species
which is much more common and looks the same. Then, we usually ask questions if it concerns
[species] that have not been seen in the region before (Christian).

In line with the outreach activities described previously, validators also enact authority in
Artportalen by scrutinisingmetadata, estimating the credibility of the reported observations.
As such, the lists comprising daily sightings can be seen as repositories, as “[. . .] ordered
‘piles’ of objects which are indexed in a standardized fashion” (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989,
p. 410). For the individual participant, the lists work to satisfy one’s curiosity and show
activity carried out in a certain time frame as a personal repository (cf. Star and Griesemer,
1989). For the validator, the lists can be understood as coincident boundaries (cf. Star and
Griesemer, 1989); they comprise the basis for ensuring valid reports through systematic
monitoring.

Related, peer monitoring of species’ plausibility also gives rise to evaluation of
participants. As participant Nora states, “Anyone can add anything, which also happens.
So, unfortunately, one surveys who has published the observation [and judges] if it is
someone you trust” (Nora). Perceptions of respect and esteem arise:

It is about a kind of reputation. Some people who report wildly, they will soon have a reputation that
“you cannot be really certain that the person concerned hasmade a correct identification”. You do not
want that kind of reputation. Therefore, you must be quite careful that you know what you are
doing (Adam).

Through the quotation above, Adam echoes his previous point of the thousands of eyes who
continuously monitor reported observations by also declaring the risks attained to multiple
wrongdoings andmistakes. As reputations are reciprocally formed between participants, the
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reported observations are data of what has beenwitnessed. At the same time, the data include
a variety of internal contents which arise depending on the viewer, and the translations of
species into data, viewed as passage points (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989), are continuously
examined by peers. Lists of reports piling up as repositories can be understood as enhancing
the authority of the single participant, but only if these lists, and the reports that comprise
them, are understood as valid and credible by the community.

Summing up the results section, as participants utilise the same information system for
reporting species observations made in the Swedish nature, reporting tools provide
standardised forms which homogenises the reports, seeking to streamline them into valid
ideal types (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989).While valid data are understood as a sought for ideal,
various notions ofwhat constitutes this ideal, aswell as what that validity is, exist. Participants
present various opinions of what comprises adequate research data. The adequacy rather
relates to thoroughness of described circumstances to provide credibility. By engaging oneself
in the collaborative production of biodiversity citizen science data, credibility is established
through long-term, dedicated participation represented by voluminous reports, as well as
precise species knowledgemadevisible through these reports. This credibility canbe facilitated
by the supplementation of objects of trust such as photographs or identification assistance
through authority outreach. This is of particular importance as several highly active
participants engage in creating repositories (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989) for their own sake
with the ambition to highlight activity and be perceived as credible and authoritative
contributors. Moreover, authority is regarded as domain knowledge concerning certain species
groups but also aligning competences by other parties working with species identification
through laboratory techniques. The activities of supplying reports with objects of trust and
augmenting identification through authority outreach are highly significant since collaborative
validation activities are carried out as these lists of reported species are understood as
coincident boundaries (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989), varyingly forming notions of who is
trustworthy and who is authoritative. The discrepancy between what encompasses obligatory
annotations, what are desirable notes and how these should be entered through the information
system gives rise to a variety of opinions on what is considered valid data, that is, what
encompasses species reports as an ideal type or a “‘good enough road map’ for all parties”
(cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 410).

Concluding discussion
The present study has focussed on the co-creation of credibility, authority and validity in
biodiversity citizen science, in the vicinity of a shared information systemwhere a multitude of
knowledge interests meet. Through a sociomaterial practice-oriented perspective departing
from the assumption that information-related activities comprise interconnected material
components through situated schemes for achieving shared objectives (cf. Gherardi, 2017;
Orlikowski, 2010), values of credibility, authority andvaliditywere analysed through the lens of
boundary objects and obligatory passage points (cf. Star and Griesemer, 1989). This fostered a
sociomaterial approach to the study of biodiversity citizen science information practices,
positioning the study in relation to previous research on boundary objects in library and
information science (e.g. Huvila, 2016; Pilerot, 2012). The perspective was considered a fruitful
approach considering that material objects such as reporting tools, photographs andmetadata
forms play a significant part in the enactment of information practices in the empirical setting.

Validity has been shown to be a desirable value for the participants operating through
Artportalen, achieved through collaborative efforts in the present research setting. Certain
details are compulsory when reporting species, others are voluntary. However, as institutional
systems for quality reviews are bypassed in favour of peer validation (cf. Elliott andRosenberg,
2019), what is deemed valid data is not fully agreed upon (cf. B�alasz et al., 2021). The data are
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shaped and formed iteratively by thousands of eyes, as one participant put it, who are
monitoring, examining and judging the data. Biodiversity citizen science presents many and
varied perspectives of seeking, sharing, and annotating information to achieve validity,
emerging from biodiversity’s epistemic heterogeneity (cf. Bowker, 2000a, b). For instance,
mandatory descriptors include species, date, time, geographical coordinates and observer, but
metadata varies in significance among the participants. Temporal metadata thoroughness is
for some deemed relevant for understanding longitudinal change, while detailed geographical
coordinates may be of certain importance for others to ease data reuse. Other significant
annotations include biotope descriptors or species quantities. The notions of what constitutes a
valid observation vary, but should all be considered aspects through which credibility and
authority can emerge. By consistently ensuring the validity of one’s reports, a participant can
serve to lay the foundation for authority regarding a certain species group or credibility
regarding the overall know-how to produce data.

Prior research has argued the importance to “uncover [. . .] underpinning epistemic beliefs”
(Huvila, 2020) for credibility criteria. In this study, this notion has been acknowledged through
the investigation of how credibility is tied to mediated data: depending on the participants’
experiences and knowledge interests to produce valid research data, certain descriptors are
deemed more important than others. The assessment of credibility can be understood as an
ongoing negotiation in the present research setting, which is in line with previous research
determining how notions of credibility change over time (Francke and Sundin, 2012). It should
be noted, however, that the length of participation does have implications for how participants
regard credibility (cf. McKenzie, 2003; Tuominen et al., 2002); as participant Adam describes, a
contributorwho reports amultitude of observed specieswill soonhavea bad reputation andnot
be considered trustworthy. This implies, in a broader scheme of things, that new participants
may not immediately fully grasp the co-construction of credibility, and that this understanding
is gained by trial and error. Continuing sociomaterial (cf. Pilerot, 2016) and science and
technology studies influenced (cf. Sundin, 2011) information practices research, credibility has
been found to be co-constructed through peer data production, but also by Artportalen.
Artportalen as an actor, with the possibilities and the constraints that the information system
entails, functions as a node through which species reports are publicly visible, up-to-date and
criticisable by the participants. The information system invokes these practices and co-
constructs credibility with the participants.

The indeterminacy of biodiversity citizen science research data validity through standardised
forms gives rise to varying opinions on who and what is credible and authoritative. While the
production of valid data comprises a modus operandi for participants, the striving towards
providing claims through annotations for ones’ reports is highly significant. Rich annotation of
descriptors is one way to accomplish credibility, supplementing reports with auxiliary objects
such as photographs is another. Some participants are also utilising tools and methods such as
microscopes and sending samples to DNA sequencing for this matter. Altogether, this speaks of
the necessity of annotation to supply information among knowledge communities (cf. Kalir and
Garcia, 2021). Such efforts give rise to notions of trust (cf. Rotman et al., 2012), in cases of reporting
rare species as well as when reporting a large amount of species.

Moreover, reaching out to authorities, whether expert peers or active scientists, is used to
augment reports through references, including even more eyes to identify species and enhance
credibility of data (cf. Liberatore et al., 2018). That is, outreach activity is deemed necessary in
cases where the participant cannot determine the identity of the species through Artportalen
or finds it easier to ask other interested parties outside of Artportalen. These activities of
augmenting the credibility of the reports through authority outreach provide further ways
through which endeavours towards valid data are enacted. Furthermore, such claims are
subsequently considered in peer monitoring activities by the multitude of eyes scanning,
identifying and monitoring reports of species observations. There is not only one way to place
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descriptors on observations, and some are more authoritative than others. The aftermath of
outreach activities leads to minor annotations, such as the det. (as in determined) reference
represented in reported observations’ metadata, which provide credibility for specific species
reports as it is a practice fetched from traditional activities relating to written reports. In this
case, participants are mirroring traditional biodiversity research activities as a way to draw
authority into the information system, strengthening the credibility of the reports. This in turn
implies that individual augmentation of reports has implications for the collaborative data
production as a whole. As some participants engage in mimicking traditional methods for
identifying species, this raises the bar for other participants to ensure the validity of their
species reports as well as guaranteeing their own credibility as data producers. Such
information practices can be likened to endeavours towards reliability discussed in previous
research (cf. Frigerio et al., 2021). The information practices of seeking, sharing and annotating
information, together with distributed peer validation practices, assist the negotiation and co-
construction of credibility in collaborative citizen science research data production. In a
relational, practice-oriented perspective, one of the three values studied, authority, credibility or
validity, cannot be regarded as more prominent than another. Rather, they are interwoven and
reciprocally formed through information practices in the empirical setting.

Acknowledging previous information practices studies on cognitive authority (e.g.
McKenzie, 2003), the focus of the study has been investigating instances of distributed
authority, credibility and validity of research data established through information practices.
While the findings of the study provide certain limitations considering the number of
participants enquired from a qualitative perspective, other practice-oriented approaches could
be utilised in further related studies to saturate the results. Arguably, investigations of related
practice elements such as embodiment and temporality (cf. Reckwitz, 2002) or power (cf.
Watson, 2017) could prove feasible. Concerning temporal aspects of information practices in
particular, this has not been themain focus of enquiry in the present study although the subject
occasionally surfaced during interviews. Participants’ lengths of participation could prove
feasible for future studies, juxtaposing previous research (Aceves-Bueno et al., 2017; Dalby et al.,
2021). Such perspectives could serve to broaden the understanding of biodiversity citizen
science information practices, providing nuances concerning for instance how routinely bodily
activities and performances enact information practices, how information practices change
over time and howprevious experiences facilitate howauthority and credibility are established.

Previous research contributions have adopted science and technology studies-inclined
theoretical approaches for understanding knowledge production in organisations and groups
of peers, through interaction with technological tools (e.g. Bowker, 2000a; Johansson, 2012;
Lundquist, 2018; Sundin, 2011). The present study’s theoretical focus on boundary objects
arguably extends sociomaterial perspectives in scholarly information practices research by
investigating collaborative research data production through peer practices of seeking,
reporting, annotating, documenting and validating species data. More specifically, validity,
authority and credibility of data have been shown to be co-constructed in a distributed
fashion by thousands of eyes, made visible through the theoretical lens of boundary objects
(Star and Griesemer, 1989). The metaphor of the thousands of examining eyes can also be
seen in the light of the wisdom of crowds, how collaborative aggregation of information is
often better than single, individual contributions (cf. Surowiecki, 2004). Besides the proposals
for further studies grounded in adjacent practice-theoretical approaches depicted in the
section above, future research can also serve to nuance understandings of collaborative
scholarly conduct involving non-scientists by further adopting science and technology
studies perspectives on objectual knowledge production (e.g. Knorr Cetina, 2001). This can be
achieved by focussing especially on the material arrangements through which practices play
out (e.g. Dourish, 2017). By so doing, it is possible to understand the interrelated,
sociomaterial information practices enacted through participation in citizen science.
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Appendix
Interview guide

(1) Can you describe your background?

� How did you become involved as a citizen scientist?

� Do you have any prior relevant experience of this?

� Is there a certain interest that has led you to being engaged in citizen science?

(2) Can you describe how you engage in species observations and reporting at Artportalen?

� Are there any particular species that you focus on?

� How do you report these?

� Do you make use of Artportalen in any other way than reporting observations?
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(3) Can you describe how you report observations?

� Generally? Examples?

� When does this work out well? When can issues arise?

– How? Why?

(4) Do you prepare yourself before observing species?

� If yes; How? Why?

� If no; Why not?

(5) Do you collaborate with others while observing species?

� If yes; When? How?

� If no; Why not, do you think?

(6) Has your participation as a citizen scientist changed over time?

� If yes; How? Why?

� If no; Why not, do you think?

(7) What do you think that you have learned during the time that you have been engaged in this
activity?

� If so; What? How?

� If not; Had you expected that? If yes; What? If not; Why has not it happen?

(8) What is particularly important to note when observing species?

� (What significance does collaboration have?)

(9) What do you think is required to make good species observations?

(10) What would you say is reliable citizen science data?

� How do you contribute to reliable data?

� Are there any issues relating to reliability of citizen science data as you see it?

(11) What do you need to know as a citizen scientist (to complete one’s task)?

� How do you get to know this? When?

(12) What do you think is required for you to contribute?

(13) What has worked well? What has worked less well?

(14) Is there anything you would like to add?
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